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Chapter 1
Introduction
Concept
The C. W. Parker Company working out of Kansas and the W.F.
Mangels Company Carrousel Works of Coney Island are just two examples of companies which produced carnival experiences around
the turn of the last century. They prepackaged carnival equipment,
for their shooting galleries, their target pieces were interchangeable
and designed for maximum fun. Fun, is this case, refers to money.
The better the interaction with the carnival goer, the more money for

Type Logo for the C.W. Parker Company.
From: www.ﬁrstcitymuseums.org/history.html

the vendor. The more exciting and interesting the targets, the more
they would attract carnival patrons.
The amusement companies produced catalogs which offered everything from motors and chain mechanisms to gallery stands and an
array of targets and themes. Each vendor was welcome to pick from
the range of targets or purchase an entire gallery set. Set themes
ranged from the patriotic, which featured eagles, and waving American ﬂags to sets that utilized circus animals. With war themes, cowboys and Indians, or just simple ducks, vendors had a range of options for their gallery interactions. The size, theme, and prizes for the
gallery, was up to the vendor to design.
I found these parts and pieces from late century galleries on eBay
and on other online auctions. They were the same cast iron pieces
that were at one time purchased by the vendors for use on their personal shooting galleries. The pieces were eventually interchangeable and by purchasing parts from different companies, vendors
could tailor their experience and their galleries as they liked.
Duck ponds, exploding glass marbles, gas lights, iron ships, and
more provided an endless option of themes. These pieces were
available in each year’s catalogs. Each company attempted to provide
targets with more advanced interactions than their competitors.

W.F. Mangels Carousel. Playland Park, Rye,
New York. 08/06.
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Each vendor designed their interaction. They purchased the components that made up the gallery’s stand, the guns, and the motors. What they could not afford to purchase, they made themselves.
They painted the signage and the stands. They repainted targets as
they needed. In essence they crafted the interaction and the stand
as they saw ﬁt and crafted a personal experience.
The C.M. Galler Shooting Galler(y) Experience follows that tradition.
Working from sketches and from historical evidence, the Galler(y) is
composed as a working model of found parts and painted scenes so
that crafted together it forms an experience like the classic shooting
galleries. This experience the C.M. Galler Shooting Galler(y) expands
on the of the classic gallery’s merging parts, designing a game interaction and creating a store front.

Sample Catalog Pages from the Evan
Company.
From:http://rwatts.cdyn.com/Machines/
evans%20resources/Evans%20Galleries.html

Images from eBay. Shooting Gallery photographs from around the 1900’s.
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Design Components
The C.M. Galler Shooting Galler(y) Experience is made up three
major design elements. The ﬁrst is the store front. The store front
includes the frame that surrounds the game screen and the gun
counter. The second component is the gun itself and the third component is the ﬂash game and its interaction.
Each component is made up smaller individual ideas and pieces.
The frame is surrounded by 18 ﬂashing light bulbs and was designed and built to be easily torn down and re-assembled. The gun
counter serves as the storage space for the projector, the computer
and the wireless mouse housing. It also has the potential to contain
the automated gong or the device that would make real not digital
noise upon hitting a target.
The gun is an elaborate gyroscoping mouse casing. It functions effectively due to a rewiring and an overhaul of its switches. In order
to continue with the nostalgic aspects of the experience, the gun
was researched and found to be most often a model of a Winchester
model 12. Therefore this gun was also modeled as a Winchester
model 12.

Winchester Model 12 Shotgun Schematic.
From: http://www.wrightsgunsmiths.com/schem.htm

Sample Pages from the W.F. Mangels Company
Catalog. From: American Folk Art Museum
Library Archive
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The game screen was also build and its interaction coded according
the research that revealed the nature of the classic galleries. I had
come upon a few catalogs from competing companies and a few
resources online that went into detail about the types of interactions
and what the targets “did”. “Did” referring to here as both how they
functioned in motion and when they were hit.
I had roughly 30 sketches of shooting galleries. Some used interchangeable parts and some were conceived as total games with
a theme and speciﬁc interactions between targets. What I wanted
to do is design an experience that utilized what I felt were the most
interesting target characters and the most interesting interactions.
Much like the early buyers of theses games I wanted to design the
experience, the characters involved and the theme.

W.F. Mangels Watercolors.
Courtesy the Ricco Maresca
Gallery, NYC.
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Impetus
on Nostalgia
Nostalgia, as used in this paper, refers to an emotional response. Its
common dictionary deﬁnition is “a wistful desire to return to a former time; a sentimental yearning for the happiness of the past”. The
C.M. Galler Shooting Galler(y) Experience was researched and designed to be a historical tribute to a lost art form and a reminder that
the past can never fully be recreated. It is within human nature to
look back on the past with a sense of perfection, cherishing memories of the past when times were better, people were nicer, family
was closer. Nostalgia is an innate human response. Through its lens
we look to antiquated objects in order to gain personal sense of how
things might have been “back then”. Advertisers, product designers, and collectors are just a few groups that seek to capitalize on
the public’s draw toward nostalgia and nostalgic objects. Nostalgia
isn’t just the effect of thinking back in time, but to see the past rosier,
brighter, or somehow more improved than it really may have existed.
It is the embodiment of a particular sense of loss, for the past or for
the past self.
The C.M. Galler Shooting Galler(y) Experience looks to emotionally
capitalize on this sense of nostalgia. It reunites the lost forms of
classic carnival shooting galleries from the early 20th century. The
current installation’s interaction was modeled on research of the
aesthetics and importance these classic carnival shooting galleries.
Starting from the design model of the classic shooting gallery, the
current installation, The Galler(y) , utilizes a remote-control gun that
“shoots” at digital targets. The Galler(y)’s Flash-based game screen
resubmits images from eBay of the original cast iron parts onto the
layout from the original sketches. The reunited forms come to life
and attempt the game interaction that they were designed for over
100 years ago.

Carnival Vendor. Image from the American Folk
Art Museum Library Archive.
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The classic version of the portable shooting gallery consisted of a
brightly colored or carved store front and a counter where several pneumatic or gunpowder ﬁrearms were displayed. Participants
generally paid for a limited number of ammunition rounds or a deﬁned amount of play time. The gallery’s physical targets were placed
within the conﬁnes of the game display and resembled a range of
animals and objects. The targets were durable, and recycled indeﬁnitely, needing only a new layer of paint as maintenance.
These classic games had value as a ﬁnancial draw at traveling carnivals. Their targets, chains, pneumatic guns and stands traveled
together as a functioning system. In the present day, due to their
value as Americana Art, antique carnival shooting games are worth
more dismantled. Their parts are sold on eBay and through auction
houses, the cast-iron animal targets elicit desire to antique buyers
and return a high purchase price. Designed to attract users as targets, their unmatchable patina and polite succinct forms were cast in
durable metal as attractive representations of animals and common
objects; it is no wonder why they are highly sought. Today, few people interested in playing these games could afford to put them back
together. The few functioning versions are housed in museums and
are considered too valuable to be played as games. Yet, it is possible
to reassemble them in a computer space that would allow users a
chance to revisit classic game play within a digital environment.
The C.M. Galler Shooting Galler(y) Experience hopes brings to the
user a sense of loss that these classic games are so thoughtlessly
dismantled for the value of their parts and that when placed together, their historical signiﬁcance and nostalgic response is of much
greater value. The Galler(y) seeks to create within the user a false
sense of the past. A vision that did not truly exist but is nostalgically
recreated.

Samples form personal digital target collection. Samples are from eBay and other
internet searches.
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Research on Nostalgia
This paper and project is in part concerned by and designed with
the importance and inﬂuences behind “nostalgia” in mind. At its
inception true nostalgia was deﬁned as a physiological disorder
[Muehling]. When I used this word early on in my project, I wasn’t
entirely certain of its true meaning. I believed that I was referring to
the modern instance of the word where nostalgia is no more powerful than remembering when in fact, it’s hardly the same concept.
Remembering is simply the act of recalling, often without any emotion attached. It’s a mental exercise. Nostalgia is recalling the past
but with an emotional response. To remember is to attempt to recall
a fact, a time or place, a number or a name. In contrast, nostalgia is
to recall these events with a sense of loss, or wistfulness. Nostalgia
doesn’t not necessarily involve the facts of the occurrence. To wax
nostalgic may mean thinking back onto a time that you have no
actual recollection of. For example, to think onto a past time that
one is too young to have experienced. Nostalgia can mean culling
together mental images and thoughts from media such as books or
television. It’s emotional purpose is to think of the past as somewhat
of a utopia.
Nostalgia was ﬁrst termed as a medical condition. Doctors diagnosed it as a form of depression and psychosis. Physicians noticed
a common occurrence when sailors would often talk about missing their home land. The sailors recounted a vivid sense of home
that was pristine and peaceful [Muehling]. As example in the present
day, college students who could not wait to leave home become
homesick after a few months away and remember home as a much
more tranquil place than when they left it. Those who think nostalgically think of the past in a perfect form. Children were more polite,
parents got along, neighbors were friendly, people and events from
the past take on an air of perfection. Nostalgia creates a land and a
time that you yearn for, but also an underlining sadness and sense
of loss when you realize that this land is a false vision. Underneath
these images lies the truth: that there is no perfect home to go back
to and that there is no way to go back into one’s past let alone a past
of one’s own imagination.

Image from eBay.
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Nostalgia is also being researched as a powerful tool for advertising. Utilized mostly for manipulation, advertisers use images from
the past to create feel-good associations with the present day. For
example, and advertiser will state that the beauty of a particular new
product is derived from the designs of a product from the 1940’s, and
offers a vision of the past in order to ask the consumer to think back
on the 40’s, which of course most consumers really can’t. Ideally, the
advertiser wouldn’t want you to really recollect the 40’s. There was
a war going on and that, coupled with the economic impact, made
that era very trying for many Americans. But by showing images of a
idealized past, advertising can capitalize of the nostalgia to make a
pitch to the present day consumer [Rindﬂeisch].
Classic toys such as the Slinky, old music compilations, antiques,
and an endless array of other items are sold based on the physiological experience of nostalgia. It isn’t just a matter of remembering that
you once owned a Slinky, it is the process of recalling what that may
have meant to you that causes you to buy a Slinky now. If I really
recall owning a Slinky, I think back to a useless toy that entertained
me no more that 15 minutes a year. Yet, when I see one now, its retro
packaging and branding makes an attempt to sell me a piece of my
childhood, somehow it allows me to think that this toy was once fun.
It’s an attempt to sell me a piece of my past.
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Amusement Parks
I have strong memories of amusement parks, stemming back to annual family vacations to the Wisconsin Dells. The area is home to
several competing amusement parks and arcades. I am interested
in innocent play and the nostalgic indulgences of the various attractions. For this project, I have revisited these memories in order to
consider the carnival and arcade aesthetics and their purpose.
For three years, I lived behind Playland Park in Rye, New York. This
experience reinstated my interest in amusement parks and started
the research process for the thesis. For me, Playland is a study in
contrasts. The current ownership restored and now maintains a
series of 1930’s era amusements. Playland operates the original
carved carousel and “The Whip” both designed by W.F. Mangels
Corp. of Coney Island. The classic rides are now overshadowed by
the booming rock music and twisted colored metal of the midway
rides behind them. These faster, nauseating, brightly lit rides run
more often and generate far more income than their slower classic
counterparts.
Add to this scene the arcade games. Playland is practically a museum for the arcade. Classic Atari games, Skeet-ball, and every other
arcade game you could think of from that last 30 years is crammed
into one shed. The arcades reside along the wooden boardwalk
overlooking the Long Island Sound. The beach is clean and the
store fronts are whitewashed. But looking past the stores’ façades,
it’s evident through the chipping paint and molding wood that Playland is struggling ﬁnancially.

Various amusements. Playland Park, Rye, New
York.
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Once a year, for the three years I lived near Playland, a death has
occurred at the carnival rides. These tragic accidents worsened
Playland’s ﬁnancial struggles and reputation. The park continues to
ensure public safety in the hope of clearing its image, but it has been
unable to portray itself as a value to the community. Instead, Playland is viewed as a ﬁnancial burden to the tax payers of the county.
The “creepiness” of Playland may be subjective. My more recent
“research” attendance occurred during a Tuesday afternoon in late
summer in broad day light. The whole scene caused me to recollect
on my childhood and our family vacations to the Wisconsin Dells
and the dilapidated parks there succumbing to the brighter louder
water parks literally located just down road. The trip to Playland
started the research process on the aesthetic I wanted, the ideas
behind nostalgia and the aesthetic of the amusements.

Playland Park’s shooting galleries,
Rye, New York.
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eBay
eBay is a web site for collectors, shoppers of oddities and discontinued parts. It also sells new and used items of just about anything
you could think of. On the world wide ﬂea market, almost anything
has a value. Antiques have moved out of store fronts and onto the
web. Items that were once of a mysterious value now have the privilege of group determined price points. What does all this buying and
selling amount to? For me, it was an opportunity for research. Early
on, I needed to establish an aesthetic to the amusement park and
arcade nostalgia. I went to eBay to see what that meant, what the
shooting gallery and its pieces were valued at.
What I found, for example, was that a junk pile in an Ohio garage
that became for one eBay seller, over 10,000 dollars in auction sales.
The seller had acquired a garage of traveling carnival games and instead of selling the whole functioning game, he sold them off piece
by piece right down to the chains that would wright the targets.
It’s hard to image that I wouldn’t have done the same thing. That I
wouldn’t have also seen the separated value of each target and dismantled and sold items as fast as I could post them online.
But I became more involved in the history and the stories of these
antique parts, I began to see them for their value as a whole. As
I researched the catalogs of the manufacturers, I began to realize
how they worked together. I began to see them as I believed them to
function in the past. I dreamed up carnival scenarios, sounds of the
mid-way, the barking out of how marvelous this game was to play.
I began to create my own sense of nostalgia for these games. My
desire to see them put back together, to create the interactions and
the game play, became the drive for the thesis project.

Samples form personal digital target collection. Samples are from eBay and other internet
searches.
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An unforeseen resource for carnival game history was the eBay sellers. They hold intimate knowledge of the origins and signiﬁcance
of the games they dismantle for resale. This intimate understanding increases the auction’s ﬁnal selling price. The sellers provided
portraits of the collection, as well as how they came into their possession.
Often the description of these items includes a wistful look into the
past and their value as antiques. Nostalgia has its price however,
each of these pieces sells for well over 100 dollars and items considered rare sell for around two thousand dollars. It would seem
ﬁnancially taxing then to have a working shooting gallery collected
from these eBay transactions.
Not all eBay sellers know about the history of the cast iron gallery
animals that they are selling. Somehow most acquire the forms from
local garage sales or ﬂea markets, check their eBay value, then resell the item through the online auction. Few people have written
back to say that they own more than one animal, and state the reason for their small collection as it being cost prohibitive to gather up
such pieces. Budsattic an eBay seller wrote:
We acquired the targets about a year ago from a man who
ran the shooting gallery at Indian Lake Ohio amusement
park, which is 1 hour west of Columbus Ohio. He ran the
gallery from the 1940’s after he got back from WWII until
the amusement park closed in the 1960’s. He still had
everything pack[ed] away in barns.
He passed away about 5 years ago and he was in his 80’s.
We didn’t know the man but was told this from his family.
He kept everything and that is why there are some targets
that are older than others. He probably acquired the older
ones from the previous owner, for he had late 1800’s up
through the 50’s targets. We didn’t buy the galleries for they
were to large for us to handle, and they are gone.
Samples form personal digital target collection. Samples are from eBay seller budsattic.
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Since receiving this e-mail, I have over-sentimentalized this story
in my head and added some sense of romance to the story of the
WWII vet traveling the country through the summer on the income
of arcade patrons who shot at iron ducks. But there is a story in that
barn, a history, that was sold as is and separated out across the
country for hundreds of dollars per target.
Not all eBay users are as detached from the history of the items
they sell or purchase. Jeff Adams is a collector of shooting gallery
targets and feels the historical signiﬁcance of these pieces is not
only personally interesting but valuable enough to be recorded. He
is currently working on a book categorizing and chronicling the signiﬁcance of these pieces. He wrote in an e-mail to me:

In general, most “mechanical” galleries utilized motors,
gears chain and gravity to perform the work required. Early
galleries used simple “dropping” targets which fell to the
ﬂoor and targets on hinged racks which were manually re
set by the operator. The Mangles designs are very
traditional and should give you insight into how most me
chanical galleries work. The only major difference between
W.F. Mangles and other galleries was in how the target
mounted but the drive mechanisms, gear system, sliding
tracks, etc. were pretty standard. In fact, in later years, many
targets were interchangeable from different manufacturer’s
drives and a somewhat standardized base system was
developed (Eastern and Western style).
Most manufacturer’s also had “gimmick” targets which
included gas ﬂame, electricity, buzzers, games or other
types of triggered motion to keep the shooters interested.
The mechanical targets were standard but the gimmick tar
gets were what people talked about.
FYI, the books I am completing detail 14 different American
shooting gallery manufacturers in business between 1870
and 1970. The W.F. Mangels Co. is in the ﬁrst volume.

Shooting gallery mechanism. Image from the
American Folk Art Museum Library Archive.
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What is the purpose of eBay really? Is it just the reselling of items?
Arguably its brought some of the world’s foremost collectors in
touch with one another. It’s created a community of collectors and
buyers. Have these items lost or gained value as buyers furiously
gather up these things for home décor.
Is there a disservice to these pieces to take them apart or are careful
collectors reuniting these pieces physically?
How much value does a sense of nostalgia add to the selling
price?
What is the price of nostalgia?

Various “antiques”. Metal disks sold on eBay.
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Design Questions
Design questions are based on the impetus of the thesis project.
Macro design question developed regarding the nostalgic experience,
game play and interaction. Design questions based on the aesthetic
and interaction choices were again made and designed based on
the ideas behind the emotional response that nostalgia provides.
For example, does The C.M. Galler Shooting Galler(y) Experience
evoke an emotional and nostalgic response?
How can the aesthetics and design of the gallery be used to evoke
an emotional or nostalgic response?
How could I as the developer know this is the response from the
user? If not nostalgic, what response are they having?
How closely are they looking for the device to mimic current video
game play?
What elements of the design would bring about a sense of the gallery’s past?

Game iteration with score and timer.
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What would evoke the Galler(y)’s sense of history or more importantly, it’s historical signiﬁcance?
The nostalgic response that I wish to create is the sense of loss that
deﬁnes nostalgia as a psychosis. How can I bring to the user this
sense of loss, that this piece is digitally recreated because it has to
be, and that it is too far gone to be reassembled?
The Galler(y) is a game. As much as it seeks an emotional response
as a nostalgic piece, it asks a series of sub-questions as to how to
illicit this response.
How do I to get users to immediately understand the game?
How will users interpret the gun as remote?
How will the physical aspects keep the installation from looking like
a common Flash video game?

Game iteration with score and timer.
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Gaming
During preliminary research of game play and competition, an early
question was formulated: is control of the interface enough to make
a game engaging or are other standard gaming components such as
a score needed? Which components are required in order to make
an engaging multi-player game?
Academics and developers disagree about what exactly makes
games appealing and, nearly, addictive to users. Most agree that
what keeps gamers coming back is whether the design and components of the game are poignant to any individual user. The conﬂict
remains: what is important and appealing to one player may not
captivate another.
The inability to form universal observations about game development seems to stem from the many different types of users and
their personal preferences. With little user consistently, it is up to
the conclusions from user testing to discern whether any game can
develop an audience.
What provides for an engaging game? What makes for powerful and
interesting game play?
What makes a game compelling beyond just the novel appearance?
Casual games, in contrast to high action video games, rely heavily
on elements of repetition. The set-up of the game does not change
signiﬁcantly – if at all – for each round of play. Due to this inherent
repetition, how do you keep a casual game from becoming boring
to a gamer?

Flash Versions of the shooting gallery. Playing with the targets, screens and the
game dynamics.
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Perhaps what is most captivating are the rules of the game, or how
concepts within the game result in more meaningful play. Cooperative game research may yield more game play information than an
exploration on gaming components. Is competition for control of the
game ﬁeld or for points enough to make an engaging multi-player
game?
Game awarded point systems are often explored during research
into casual games. According to most literature, points are the primary indicator of a player’s interest and level of game play. This
assertion seems to neglect rewards for ﬁnishing the game, such as
completing the deck in a card game. What matters to a player in a
ﬁrst-person-shooter game?
What type of meaningful play can be gained from picking up a gun
and shooting at something?
What about skill? Is getting better at the game enough of a reward
to better game play?
What about feedback from the device? Is its ability to interact in
more meaningful or in more engaging ways enough to excite game
play?
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Installation art and design
Aesthetics of the game cannot be sacriﬁced. The interface, in this
project, refers to the “game ﬁeld” or “game screen”. The C.M. Galler
Shooting Galler(y) Experience is concerned with the emotional response of the players, as it is fundamental to eliciting nostalgia and
to the game aesthetics. The Gallery’s appearance also reﬂects a
personal interest in antique arcade games: the decrepit, dying, peeling, rotting and decomposition of form.
What aspect carnival game decay is interesting? Perhaps it is the
contrast. Carnival games are deliberately “youthful” installations; a
child seeing them in a dying form is a contrast to their original purpose. Additionally, game interfaces are designed to be bright to attract customers; in a decayed form, their purpose is no longer clear.
As Americana art forms, they are used decoratively, but the carnival
games’ decay symbolizes the passing time.

Digital Interface and Physical Computing
The computing component questions are primarily logistical. For
example, how will the gun to work with a digital screen and how
will the computing components interact and respond via code language?
More important than implementation questions are the questions
that ask whether a digital interface will compete against or enhance
the physical components and the nostalgic feel of the shooting gallery. The piece is both a digital game and a physical interface; what
will be the effect of these two components interacting with a user?
Will the digital game ﬁeld become too cartoon-like and “artiﬁcial”?
Will the physical aspects keep the installation from looking like a
common Flash video game?
Game testing, game user interviews, and iteration testing shaped
the nuances of game play. Game appearance evolved through iteration of design and ongoing research of classic toys, models and carnival aesthetics. Aesthetic research included examples of textures
on timeworn structures.
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Chapter: 2
Domains & Precedent
The initial scope of the thesis was a continuation of projects started
during the spring semester of 2006. I wanted to further develop the
technical aspects and unite the ﬁnal piece through the aesthetic of
the carnival. Bluetooth, web cams, ActionScript, databases, gaming
and anything I worked on the previous year seemed applicable and
appropriate early in the project. The breadth of research interests
allowed me to separate out the more relevant and personally interesting subjects. The more research I completed, the more people I
talked to, the more the ideas either congealed or dissolved.

Discipline Domain
The C.M. Shooting Galler(y) Experience employs several disciplines,
including, carnival aesthetics and interface interaction. Research
also included information on game design, user interface, and coding. The selected precedent projects were selected because they
are effective and their core ideas, simple and clearly deﬁned. The
research domains below were an inﬂuence on the project and provided the valuable background information for the interaction. The
areas of research included information on ﬁrearms, arcade shooting
galleries, Coney Island, and Americana folk art.
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Background Research Domains
NRA Museum
The National Riﬂe Association (NRA) located in Fairfax Virginia is just
15 miles outside Washington D.C. It houses the world’s largest collection of military and recreational riﬂes in the world. It is also home
to one of four working electric motor and cast iron target shooting
galleries. The piece was donated by Dr. Paul Kopsch and restored
by Mary Adams, Dan Sue and Glenn Chapman [ NRA museum signage ]. The NRA shooting gallery is triggered by a motion sensor and
comes to life when one enters the space. Converted from its original
steam engine to an electrical set of motors, the gallery warms up
and its animals begin their march across the playing ﬁeld without
any worry of being shot at.
The museum patron can stand only as far away from the piece as
the back wall of the room. This gives one about 15 feet from the
playing ﬁeld. As is it was original designed the shooter would stand
150 feet from the game ﬁeld. Several pieces were missing from the
refurbished gallery. Notably the loss of the more interactive targets.
My guess is that due to the modern day value of these pieces, they
were sold or couldn’t not be purchased to outﬁt what was essentially the restoration.
Despite the sparse targets, the Coney Island shooting gallery at the
NRA museum was delightful. It is located towards the exit of the museum after what seemed like endless cases of shotguns and riﬂes
of various purposes. Finally, at the end of hall is the shooting gallery
- a brightly colored, moving, grinding mechanism. Carnival themed
organ music begins to play and after viewing several glass cases of
static dioramas throughout the museum, coming upon this piece
creates quite a contrast as the gallery begins to really feel alive.

Images from the NRA shooting gallery exhibit.
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Coney Island
The Coney Island amusement district was at one time a strong and
thriving community. Now, its amusement businesses have closed
and area residents, who at ﬁrst delighted at their luck to have moved
to the beach attraction, have moved away in reaction to rising crime
rates and the decay of the housing projects [ Denson ].
The book Coney Island: Lost and Found by Charles Denson, mentions local artists Philomena Marano and Richard Eagan. Both artists were inspired by the amusements they remembered from their
childhood and worked through the 1980’s to bring artistic perspective to the dilapidated pieces. Interviews with both artists, both still

Logo of George C. Tilyou of Steeplechase
Park, Coney Island. Image from Ricco Maresca
Gallery.

living in Brooklyn, provided additional insight not only on the focus
on Coney Island as artful inspiration but also echoed my own interest in amusements as art. In the case of these artists, they were
looking to repair the signage, Spook House and restore the Freak
Sideshows.
Both artists were inspired in part by their recollections of the past.
Both spoke about their summers on the Coney Island beaches and
what their summer vacations had meant to them. Their restorations
projects were an attempt to honor those memories and to keep Coney Island’s ability to create lasting childhood summers memories in
tact. [source: Marano, Eagan interview]

Museum and Gallery Information
The Ricco Maresca Gallery and the Museum of American Folk Art
provided additional historical information on the disassembled
shooting gallery parts. During the summer of 2006, The Ricco Maresca Gallery held an exhibit that included original design sketches
of many Coney Island pieces. Speciﬁcally, the gallery maintained
framed pieces of the sketches of W. F. Mangels which included
sketches of his cast iron shooting galleries. The Coney Island catalog at the Museum of American Folk Art and the Brooklyn Library
Special Collections also provided a glimpse of life at Coney Island.
This research provided an understanding of the popularity and importance carnival games.

Targets. From the Ricco Maresca Gallery.
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Research
Sources of information beyond the aesthetic

General Books
The book titled Killing Monsters by Gerard Jones gave insight into
violence as an important part of children’s development. It also gave
insight into why violence is important to us as a human response,
how it works in the psyche as a tool for coping and explains in part
why we are attracted to violence, guns and destruction.

Game Interview
An interview with Jesper Juul, provided a list of established games
to explore, tailored to the early project goals. He also offered several
gaming ideas and resources for further study, including information
posted on the International Game Design Association site and the
IGDA whitepaper. These resources clariﬁed not only the language
of gaming, but also the various aspects of gaming components that
separate good games from bad. While this project moved farther
away from the conventions of current video games it was important
to know the effectiveness and need for gaming components such
score and timing.
The function of this project as a game required that it follow the original inventors’ ideas of interaction and not current models of video
games. It was important to know how modern day gamers reacted
to game screens and the game controls. The users are after all used
to certain conventions of game play and removing them or making
them too obscure simply made the user frustrated. The interview
with Juul was helpful in know when to rely on the game to guide the
user to the next screen and how to nudge him to the correct course
for effective game play.

Images photographed from the American Folk Art Museum Library Archive, New York
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Video Games
Research revealed a lack of format consistency for game interaction. The papers and interviews from game developers indicated
that points, levels, and player rewards were needed to create meaningful game play. Unfortunately, the experience I wish to create looks
away from the video game conventions of points and rules.
That is not to say the installation will be void of video game components. Rather, I will attempt to integrate digital components into
a physical scene and create a game that existed years ago but is
now remembered more fantastical, the way a dream may be remembered in the late morning.

Code
Advising for coding aspects of the project came from Cyril Tsiboulski, Allen Yee (Cloudred Multimedia) and Joe Cartman (Parsons).
Their coursework instruction, examples, code ﬁxes and debugging
allowed successful navigation through gaming issues and helped
create early experiment iterations. A library of functioning examples
proved valuable during experimentation. Developing advanced web
sites and Flash interfaces during an internship at Cloudred Multimedia provided implementation possibilities and pertinent code examples.
The Adobe web site and the O’Reilly series of books on Flash and
ActionScript provided additional scripting assistance. Moving stepby-step through these books led to an accumulative and progressive understating on ActionScript. More speciﬁcally, the Macromedia Flash Professional 8 Game Development book by Glen Rhodes
provided code examples for video game components such as scoring and timers.
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Precedent Research
What follows are a few of the precedent projects related to the
Galler(y) project. They vary greatly and no one project works as the
starting point with which to carry further research. Rather, each contains some elements of the thesis that need to be addressed.

Philomena Marano: The Coney Island Series

Shooting Gallery, P. Marano.

Philomena Marano’s paper cut series evokes her artful interest in
Coney Island. The transformation of the boardwalk from bright to
damaged is rendered in the bright colors and sharp forms of the
paper cut. This medium contrasts the light and dark that suggests
a modern Coney Island. Her personal connection to the island is
conveyed through her work as she creates characters through static
forms. The aesthetics of the Shooting Gallery will draw from her
technique to convey decay in bright colors, thereby creating a contrast. Though Ms. Marano was worked, vacationed and grew up at
Coney Island her work is fantastical, clean and evokes a sense of
Coney Island as she wishes it to be – bright, crisp and clean. It is
a similar response that I am looking for as well. To not recreate the
past, but to create a vision of it utilizing visual cues and ideas from
the past in order to create a new form.

Douglas Gordan: 30 seconds text
Douglas Gordan presented his video work at the MoMA through
the Summer of 2006, but it was a piece titled 30 seconds text that
serves as precedence for this project. The idea is very simple yet I
found it very powerful. It is explained below in it New York Times
review:
Fortunately, Mr. Gordon has had other things on his mind be
sides the movies. A nonvideo work called “30 seconds text”
(1996), for example, gives an ingeniously macabre twist to
the theme of time. In a dark room, a bare light bulb goes
on for just 30 seconds. That is about long enough for you
to read, printed on the wall, an early-20th-century French

Skeet-ball, P. Marano.
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scientist’s account of his attempt to communicate with the
head of a criminal immediately after it was separated from
his body by a guillotine. For about 30 seconds, according to
the scientist, the executed man’s eyes continued to
respond to the sound of his name being called before going
completely blank.
“30 seconds text” thus creates a mind-spinning conﬂuence
of time frames: the 30 seconds of light; the 30 seconds it
takes to read the text; the 30 seconds it took the severed
head to die; the near-instantaneousness of the guillotine’s
action; the year 1905, when the event took place. Time is
as much a fact of the mortal body and the natural world as
it is an artiﬁcial construct or a fantasy of the mind.
Art Review At MoMA, By Ken Johnson
I thought that what was signiﬁcant about 30 seconds text was the
writing on the wall. If the user walked in and failed to see it, the
whole point was missed. You walked into a dark room, the light went
on, then it went off. In fact, I had a faculty member tell me it was the
“lamest, most pointless” piece of art he had ever seen. He didn’t
stay long enough or else the text was blocked by another person,
he missed the text and as a result, the point. And it was creepy to be
in that room, read about loosing your head, then have the lights turn
off only to leave you totally trapped. There was no escaping light. It
was dark in there. So, it is possible to have a completely spelled out,
writing on the wall explanation, and still have users miss it. Those
that take the time to read, get the point, will then walk away with a
powerful experience.

The projects listed above have little to do with each other in terms of
medium or user interaction. Marano’s work is a form of imagination
processing and Gordan’s work is message delivery. As mentioned,
the projects vary greatly in their scope however, the domains of and
functionality work together to forward an understanding in carnival
aesthetics and artistic message.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Current Iteration
Through eBay, the museums, and auctions I researched, I began to
develop an idea of the going rate of the cost of these classic gallery
parts. I initially thought that I wanted to gather up a few pieces to
incorporate into the game I was making for the thesis. It became
evident that reassembly of the fractured classic galleries would be
logistically impossible and ﬁnancially taxing. A ﬂexible new interface
though the use of physical computing and programming needed to
be incorporated instead. Even if it was ﬁnancially feasible, buying up
the pieces is not the true intent of the project. Buying the parts and
rebuilding is a lovely weekend project and a ﬁnished example was
available for viewing at the NRA museum. But, no one was allowed
to shoot at the museum shooting gallery. It was too valuable and
maintenance of the guns too difﬁcult as the replacement parts were
another issue to content with. More importantly, this project is not
a rebuild, it is not a replica, but an imagined state of a nostalgic response. No amount of rebuild or was going to capture the redesign
and re-imagination of the type of experience The Galler(y) creates.
There are plenty of opportunities for people to engage in shooting
games. Video games offer one outlet for sport shooting so do target ranges, clay pigeons and hunting simulators. But the installation
presented in this thesis is not for sport. It’s components are similar
and perhaps familiar to some. Arcade galleries work by using either
a infer-red or photo sensitive sensors. Using those sensors for the
gun was an option but it limited the game ﬁeld and the physical
computing aspects. The Galler(y) instead utilizes a remote computer-controlled gun and displays animated video objects and sounds
when targets areas are “hit”.
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Installation art and design
The C.M. Galler Shooting Galler(y) experience is concerned with the
emotional response of the players, as it is fundamental to eliciting
nostalgia and the game aesthetics. The Galler(y)’s appearance also
reﬂects a personal interest in antique arcade games: the decrepit,
dying, peeling, rotting and decomposition of form.
What aspect carnival game decay is interesting? Perhaps it is the
contrast. Carnival games are deliberately “youthful” installations; a
child seeing them in a dying form is a contrast to their original purpose. Additionally, game interfaces are designed to be bright to attract customers; in a decayed form, their purpose is no longer clear.
As Americana art forms, they are used decoratively, but the carnival
games’ decay symbolizes the passing time.

The Game Screen
The digital game screen consists of layered images compiled in
Photoshop and transferred to Flash for animation From June 2006
through March of 2007, images were gathered from eBay auctions
of cast-iron shooting gallery parts. Photographs from local art galleries, photo collections from the Brooklyn Library and sketches from
local artists connected to the imagery of Coney Island are gathered
in an electronic project portfolio. Considered separately, the images
are without context and lack much meaning. Replaced into the setting of the shooting gallery, their new animated life brings back the
purpose and imagery of their former selves.
When not in play, the game screen sits in the background. Overlaid
on top – not entirely covering but instead leaving about a 5” margin
around the ﬁeld (so that the game ﬁeld is visible in the background)
sits the banner. This “screen saver” sits waiting for game play. The
game begins when a target is hit.

Sample story board screens
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The screen saver is a photo an original carnival banner taken from
the American Folk Art museum and repurposed here to let the user
know that it is waiting begin. After the target is hit, an animation
begins and the sketch of the original game ﬁeld turns over the animated iron animals. After 30 seconds of game play, the banner returns and the “Time’s Up, Thanks for Playing” banner unrolls. It rolls
back up off the screen and the original screensaver returns waiting
to restart.

Sample story boards
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Chapter 4
Evolution
The ﬁrst and currently functional iteration is the product of evolutionary stages. As the project goals became clear, several early
project areas were de-emphasized as their applicability diminished.
Research into similar aesthetics and interactive projects lead to the
domains of arcade games and lost amusements. Through artist interviews and comparison of their artwork, speciﬁc inﬂuences were
documented.
After early research, an iterative approach began in coding, interface design, and gaming. This process led to the ﬁrst component
prototype and includes the remote control gun, game screen and
installation design.
To begin the design process and create a mood board, images from
eBay were used to develop color palette choices. While searching
for the original tin toys of the same era, it was discovered that original cast iron shooting gallery pieces were being sold at auction. The
possibility of resurrecting the games for experimentation became
apparent. At one time, these now orphaned pieces worked harmoniously as targets that attracted customers and effectively separated
these carnival goers from their coins.
Through the process of dismantlement, these targets have lost their
intrinsic purpose, have become orphaned in strange homes and
serve now as decoration. Separated, they represent an extinction
of the classic game.

Mood Boards.
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Methods and Materials
Experimental Approach - Gaming
Experimentation began by addressing digital computing integration
questions. These were resolved by implementing several code examples and integrating target images, sound, score keeping and
player archiving. A series of simple steps were completed in Flash
which lead toward more complicated game iterations. For example,
creating target “hit areas” lead to more advanced experiments in
scoring. The experiments were completed with help from the previous listed ActionScript resources and integral Macromedia Flash
Professional 8 Game Development book.
Experimentation for the gaming aspect began with simple competitive game testing. Early user testing started with a simple parlor
game called The Dollar Auction, completed during the research
stage of the project. Other games that were tested came from the
book The Essential Strategist by J.D. Williams. His examples in
game theory and game iterations were meant to serve as examples
for the possible development of the Shooting Gallery as a multi-user
game. However, further research and rudimentary user testing made
it clear that a multi-player game was not possible for this project and
that the possibility of taking it further, perhaps for another project,
more guns could be made and more players added.
Simple Flash games were tested for their interface design and to
explore the user’s reaction to “killing” iron duck shapes versus
“adorable” ducks. Several iterations of guns and aiming sites were
evaluated based upon their ability to appear antiqued. Experimenting with the gun as a remote interfacing device made for interesting
observations in gallery game play. Everyone wanted to shoot the
“real” gun.
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Experimental Approach - Aesthetics
Aesthetic experiments began by manipulating images cropped in
Photoshop. A slideshow was created to animate ducks across the
Flash stage. Experimenting with the design and artful look of the
piece began with the collection of images and information on the
various parts sold through eBay. The image portfolio was the fundamental resource used to general game screens. The combinations
were assessed based upon their ability to generate a cohesive nostalgic appearance.

First Iteration Build – The Toys

GyroMouse with it’s usual black plastic casing

The build began buy collecting images of tin toys and included tin
shooting gallery wind-ups. It later became a collection of the cast
iron parts that made up the classic galleries, and the pieces originally found on those games. The pieces inspired the ﬁrst iterations
color scheme, the materials and textures, and build’s functionality.

The Gun
The Galler(y) gun is comprised of a gyroscope driven mouse that
was disassembled down to its circuit board and re-soldered so that
its switches can be accessed with longer wires. The wires were then
soldered to new switches that act as triggers for the gun. As long
as the base station for the mouse is wired to the computer through
a PS2 port, it will place the mouse cursor on the screen or on the
projector.

Prototype: Plastic casing removed. Rewired
with longer wires. Silver box is gyroscoping
component.

The form: The Winchester Models from the NRA museum.

Prototype : Lit up led means it’s charging.
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Prototype : Added “Wood grain”, painted, and
gun barrel added.

Prototype: Cardboard cutout. Stacked, Glued
and shaped. Hole is cut out for the mouse
circuit.

Prototype: Added plaster

Prototype : New stock and trigger mechanism
purchased on eBay.

Prototype : Cut out and removed mouse circuit
to add to ﬁnal gun.

Prototype : Carved out space for the wires.
Mouse circuit added into the space provided.

Prototype : Taped and covered.
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Final: Mouse circuit rewired with clips to allow
for easy disconnections. Trigger wired to allow
trigger to “ﬁre”.

Final: Stained, they polyurethaned.

Final: Close-up of trigger and the mouse
housing

Final: Gun recharging coupling.

Final: Wooden housing gyroscoping mouse
inside. Connections sticking out are ready for
the next connection.

Final: Reset button added.

Final: So very pretty.
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The Gun Process continued
After removing the mouse circuit from the plastic casing and rewiring
connections were added to push buttons to act as trigger mechanisms. The form was created out of cardboard, plastered and then
taped to create a uniform surface. Wood grained contact paper was
added to the wooden looking areas of a gun the rest was painted
black and covered with a plastic resin to preserve the paint.
The gun functioned without any issues and was rechargeable through
a pigtail left out to reconnect to the recharge base which is then attached to the PS2 port of the computer.
This working prototype was then dismantled and the mouse circuit
removed. A trigger attached to a gun butt was purchased on eBay. It
was dismantled and the trigger mechanism was wired with a pushbutton so that when the trigger is pulled it hits the push button. That
button was then connected to the mouse circuit so that when the
trigger was pulled it acted as a mouse click.
The mouse circuit was rewired again to add clips to allow for easy
dismantling because the ﬁnal gun was put together in sections. Unlike the prototype, the ﬁnal gun could not be carved to allow wires to
run through the plaster sides.
The gun sections were stained and polyurethaned. The metal was
bonded and then sanded, painted and ﬁnally polyurethaned. Once
ﬁnished, the components were added and connected.

The Game Screen
Three game screens were created. Clown/Chinese Man, Moon and
the Clown. Clown/Chinese Man was coded for animation but game
interactions were not coded. The Moon was coded for a few basic movement, no characters were added and no interactions were
coded. The ﬁnal Clown used ActionScript to create the animation
game interactions.

Game screen Clown/Chinese Man version.
eBay group, background sketch, original
sketch, ﬁnal.
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Game screen Moon version. eBay group, background sketch, original catalog sketch, ﬁnal.

Game screen Clown2 version. eBay group,
background sketch, original sketch, ﬁnal.
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The Galler(y) Installation
The gallery form was researched according to the catalog information in the American Folk Art Museum Library Archive and photographs found on eBay. I began to create sketches of the gallery installation. The initial idea was for a large store front version. Later it
was realized that it would be to large to transport and not easy to
create. The large title signage was also dropped for this reason. An
awning and curtain device was considered but dropped for the ﬁnal
version where the store front works as a lighted picture frame and
the gun is located in a gun counter separated from the frame.
This ended up being he best solution not only because it was easy to
transport but also because it allows for the greatest ﬂexibility within
the gallery space and the best set-up for the projector. In the previous sketches, the projecter was ﬂoating around and often to close
to be effective.

From the Mangels Catalog. Sample Gallery
forms. From the American Folk Art Museum
Library Archive.

Above: My illustration based on Jan Balet Litho
below.
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Autocad images for construction

Sketches of the gallery form.
Bottom version is the ﬁnal
version.
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The gun counter allows for space not only for the projector but also
for the computer and the wireless mouse charger. In an earlier iteration of the Galler(y), the counter housed the gong and physical elements that the Flash game would interact with.
During the semester the Arduino board was added as a component
due to its ease of use with Flash. A series of tests followed and
though all of the ﬁnal testing resulted in working communication between Flash and the physical computing components there were a
few issues with how it would work in a gallery setting.
Too many items needed to be reset and monitored. The gong needed
to be hit with a mechanism that didn’t always re-spring into position
in time for the next Flash response resulting a few misﬁres from the
gun where nothing seemed to react.
The coin operated start was also scrapped as users and gallery personnel didn’t like the idea of the piece taking in money nor did they
like the idea of fake coins sitting on the counter.
Though I feel these concerns are valid I am still interested on working on the piece with these components. I feel they were worth exploring as an option for further iterations.

Left: Final Design.
Top: Prototype 1 with gong and coin operated
start mechanism.
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Building the Galler(y)
The Galler(y) frame circuits started with the tutorial code from the
Arduino web site and a basic led chase sequence called KnightRider
was coded to run leds back and forth. The leds were replaced with
light bulbs and relays were added.
The ﬁnal code for the chase sequence was loaded onto the Arduino
board and it randomized 4 patterns. It would have been nice if the
lighting sequence reacted to the Flash game. Though that is not all
that difﬁcult to re-code, there just wasn’t enough time to add that
interaction.
The ﬁnal board featured a dimmer switch. The purpose of the dimmer was to dampen the lights. Because they are going on and off at
a fairly high rate of speed, in order to save them from burning out as
quickly, they should be dimmed down and not at their full wattage.
Fuses were added for safety.

Top: Arduino running a test to start a motor.
Middle: Relays, doing their thing
Bottom: New relays doing it better

Top: KightRider led to light bulb transfer
Bottom: Light bulbs were added to a frame
prototype and are running one of the chase
sequences.

The ﬁnal circuit board with fuses (left), Arduino,
DC power, dimmer and on/off switch.
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The most challenging area was the rewiring and crimping the category 5 cable. The cable ran from every corner of the frame and
cheap cable was purchased on eBay. The cheap cable combined
with the cheap crimping tool meant that quite a few days were lost
testing the wiring for shorts or misconnections. It was a pain. But
transporting the panels and simply reconnecting with a snap was
worth it.

Left: Blue under coat with glue and white paint
top coat.
Right: Painted Panels

Left: Frame, no panels, no paint.
Right: Side panels added to frame, painted,
and polyurethaned.

The ﬁnal frame with all the light ﬁxtures.
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The panels for the gallery frame were cut and screwed together with
hinges. The hinge pins can be removed and the entire frame can be
dismantled. It was then painted with a bright base coat. The panels
were cut and also brightly painted. After they dried they were painted over with Elmer’s glue. Before the glue set, they were repainted
with an off-white and allowed to crackle. Finally the decoration was
painted on with acrylics, covered with stain, and then polyurethaned.
After everything was dry, The light ﬁxtures were added and wired
and the category 5 cables were all snapped together and the wires
stapled into the frame.

User Testing Survey
User testing questions: [ based on the Muehling paper ]
On a 5-point scale, 1 being agree and 5 being disagree. Please
state how you feel about the experience of the C.M. Galler Shooting
Galler(y) Experience.
1. I really like this game
2. I do not think this game is interesting.
3. I think this game is fun.
4. This game is very appealing.
5. This game is easy to forget
6. This game reminds me of an experience from the past.
7. This game makes me think of an experience which. I feel sad
about because it is over, yet it is a happy memory.
8. This game does not make me have any feelings about the past
9. I wish. I could relive the experience(s) this game makes me think
of.
10. I do not think about the past when I look at this game.
11. I associate this game with a happy experience, yet it makes me
feel sad.
Less formal survey testing was also conducted in reaction to game
play and gaming issues. This testing was done to observe how the
users were responding to the gun and the game interaction.
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Achieving the Goals
The thesis concept was to design an experience. To create something new and yet something from the past. To elicit from the user
not just a gaming experience but an experience from a lost past, a
nostalgic experience. There is a power to nostalgia. At times, it can
be a driving force not just in a neurological sense but manipulated as
a way to exploit. Nostalgia is often used to drive commerce, to get
customers to buy based on the good will of the past. The C.M. Galler
Shooting Galler(y) Experience uses nostalgia as well but in this case
to attract uses to it as a game. In the past, galleries would use bright
colors and noise to attract users and the modern form that I am creating certainly uses that approach as well.
Video games now use bright graphics, more life-like human forms
and scenery, more blood, guts and violence to attract users and
stand out in the expanding market of video games. The Galler(y)
doesn’t seek to attract users by being more advanced as a Flash
game, or more bloodier as a shooting game. Instead it uses the power of the emotional response of nostalgia to bring to the user a rich
gaming experience.
The Galler(y) utilizes the same classic game model that the original
galleries did. Shooting is empowering and exhilarating and seems
to capitalize on gaming interaction that has held fast to the human
need to kill or destroy.

Understanding the Form
When designing the interaction for the thesis project, one of the ﬁrst
goals and one that has been looked at throughout the project was
the goal of easy user understanding. It was a opportunity to ﬁnd an
interface that users almost immediately and universally understood.
The gun and interface set-up was interesting because most people
know what to do with a gun. Perhaps they have never actually picked
up an actual gun and ﬁred it but the experience is not lost on them.
Movies, TV., video games all depict the workings of a gun. Therefore
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it was easier to move on with design questions about how users will
know how to use this gaming device, to asking design questions
about the aesthetic and the game interaction.
The user testing of the gun was not over looked and in fact there are
a great many users who would not understand real gun issues such
as reloading, pump action or the importance of the safety. These
realistic options were scrapped in order to provide a easy to understand device. However a real user of guns would ﬁnd this a bit
disorienting as he or she would be looking for a way to reload using
the pump action of the gun.
A compromise was established where due to the usage of the gyroscoping mouse a “on” state had to be devised. The “on” state is
in fact the way the mouse knows to orient itself to the screen. This
was integrated into the gun though a switch at the top of the gun.
This “on” state is in fact the release of the safety switch. The need
to remove the safety may seem like a natural state for a user familiar
with guns and not so with a user new to actual gun usage. Therefore
a detailed sheet (that was later integrated to the gun counter) outlined the steps to proper ﬁring of the gun. When users referred to the
sheet (on average for no more than 6 seconds) they had no problem
ﬁring away at the targets. The more graphic the instructions, the
quicker they established the workings of the device.

Furthering the user testing
The summer before classes resumed, I took a research trip to Playland in Rye, New York. I was able to watch as carnival goers picked
their rides and the games that they chose to spend their quarters
on. I was also able to watch participants shoot at one of Playland’s
two shooting galleries. I was able to note which targets they shot
at, which game they chose and their reaction. I was also able to
photograph the gallery with the ﬂash on which because of the light
sensitive nature of the targets made EVERY target go off AT THE
SAME TIME. Which by the way scares everyone within ear shot of
the gallery. It’s that loud and so annoying that I got reprimanded by
the security guard and asked to leave the area.
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Noting the decrepit nature of Playland proved very valuable when
developing the aesthetic of the Shooting Gallery thesis but just as
important was watching the users. It was interesting to note which
targets were the most popular, which gave the best response. Being
easily hit was an advantage to some closer targets but users would
waste ammo and time trying to hit those targets that gave a deﬁnite
interaction. Targets that squirted water, lit up or moved were by far
more popular than those that just made noise with little physical reaction. Items that fell down, crashed or seemed to break were the
most popular.
Armed with this user information I began to craft my shooting gallery. In fact the reactions of the Playland shooting galleries may have
been a relic from the turn of the century galleries. Not too much
changes with regards to what works when your using a gun. Most
users know what they want to see happen. The greater the reaction,
the greater the destruction, the more popular the target.

The Future of the Project
The reactions of users towards shooting games is fairly consistent
from player to player. As the project moves forward, it seeks to continue to move even further out of the digital realm. Some aspects will
remain digital of course. The ﬂexibility offered from creating Flash
games means that game screens can interact and change with
some frequency. The animated nature of the game allows it to be
fairly ﬂexible and interchangeable with regards to the components. I
can pick any image off of eBay auction houses or even targets that
have nothing to do with these cast iron forms. As the designer I can
make the targets anything that I feel like.
However, it was the nostalgic experience that I wanted to create.
I chose the cast iron forms for a reason and it is my hope that this
project evolves to make those forms as real as possible. To see them
as digital but to see them with more life than the usual digital game
representation allowing the digital world to step out of the conﬁnes
of the screen through sound and interaction and to allow the user to
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step back into time and step into a unique experience that does not
seem unique at all. An experience that in fact allows them to think
back on their own past for an experience that they are familiar with.
The future of the project is to integrate the addition of sound – real
sound, and the experience in a meaningful way, in a way that adds
to the experience, that adds to the richness of it. In order to do that
successfully, further user testing needs to begin.

In Closing
The scope and interest of this thesis project changed as the research
and experimentation developed. Early interests included ideas on
technology and communication but it wasn’t clear why these areas
belonged in the project nor how the tools served the understanding
of the thesis. The aesthetic of the project remained consistent. An
interest developed in the contrast between modern digital interface
and antique carnival games with the idea that these forms could
combine to form a new game, a new way to interact, and a new
experience.
Interviews with local artists and information sent back through eBay
e-mails has been incredibly informative about how the classic games
functioned and yielded ideas of how to emulate them.
Classic arcades are bought and sold in an effort to regain part of our
childhood. We project our memories onto these objects and romanticize the past. The project will illustrate the value of a game as a
whole, not merely as parts that can be resold for proﬁt.
That is what this project seeks to do, to look at the past in an innovative way and demonstrate that a digital interface can reanimate
historic images. Using the original sketches as a guides, synthesized
and genuine sounds, lighting, and replica guns as game components, the project effectively explores the contrasts of past and present experiences.
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